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Several researchers have proposed a causal relation between biased attention to threat and 
the development and maintenance of anxiety disorders in both children and adults. However, 
despite the widely-documented correlation between attention bias to threat and anxiety, 
developmental research in this domain is limited. In this review, we highlight the importance of 
taking a developmental approach to studying attention biases to threat and anxiety. First, we 
discuss how recent developmental work on attention to threat fits into existing theoretical 
frameworks for the development of anxiety, and how attention biases might interact with other 
risk factors across development. Then we review the developmental literature on attention bias to 
threat and anxiety, and describe how classic methodologies can be modified to study attention 
biases in even the youngest infants. Finally, we discuss limitations and future directions in this 
domain, emphasizing the need for future longitudinal research beginning in early infancy that 
tracks concurrent developments in both biased attention and anxiety. Altogether, we hope that by 
highlighting the importance of development in the study of attention bias to threat and anxiety, 
we can provide a roadmap for how researchers might implement developmental approaches to 




Anxiety’s Impact Across the Lifespan 
Clinical anxiety disorders are the most common psychiatric disorders and are estimated to 
affect up to 20% of the population at some point in development (Bosquet & Egeland, 2006; 
Gross & Hen, 2004). Anxiety can be impairing across the lifespan and is a serious mental health 
phenomenon. Further, anxiety produces acute suffering and increases risk for a range of long-
term adverse outcomes (Pine et al., 2009). Childhood or adolescent anxiety disorders are also 
common, with rates in the population between 5 and 10% (McGee et al., 1990; Fergusson et al., 
1993; Essau et al., 1999), and persistent, often leading to 2- to 3-fold increases in levels of 
anxiety and depression in adulthood (Pine et al., 1998; Beesdo et al., 2007; Cole et al., 1998; 
Last et al., 1996; Orvaschel et al., 1995; Copeland et al., 2014). High-trait anxious and clinically 
anxious adults tend to interpret ambiguous information from the environment as threatening, 
which can lead to avoidance and withdrawal behavior (Beck et al., 1988). In addition, anxious 
individuals more readily acquire fear pairings in learning paradigms (Mineka et al., 2008) and 
are in turn more likely to generalize this fear learning to putatively non-threatening safety signals 
(Britton et al., 2011). 
Anxiety appears early in life with anxious behaviors at clinical and subclinical levels 
evident as early as age 3 (Egger et al., 2006). Further, aspects of anxiety symptoms including 
negative affect, social withdrawal, and hypervigilance (Fox et al. 2005b; Guyer et al, 2013) often 
begin in infancy. However, the presentation of these symptoms changes across development and 
into adulthood in predictable ways that can reflect environmental influences (Bosquet & 
Egeland, 2006a) and the development of regulatory processes (Rothbart et al., 2011). Other 
biologically-based correlates of anxiety are also stable across development. For example, 
individuals with, or at risk for, anxiety often present with increased heart rates and greater 
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autonomic reactivity over the lifespan (Pine, 2007). Anxious individuals may also be acutely 
sensitive to environmental context, monitoring their surroundings for signs of threat or for 
feedback regarding their place and role in social engagements (Hadwin & Field, 2010). The 
behavioral, biological, and social correlates of anxiety are often evident even before the 
emergence of any disorder. Thus, childhood risk factors for anxiety are thought to morph into the 
symptoms of the disorder across development (Britton et al. 2011; Pérez-Edgar & Guyer, 2014).  
Importantly, a newly emerging literature points to a potential causal relation between 
biased attention to threat and the development and maintenance of anxiety in both adults and 
children (Bar-Haim, 2010; Fox et al., 2007; Von Bockstaele, et al., 2014). Biased attention to 
threat “cause[s] preferential perception of [any] particular category of stimulus based on its 
relative affective salience” (Todd et al, 2012, p. 365) and can systematically shape an 
individual’s view of the world. For individuals with a specific bias to threat, the downstream 
consequences are linked to anxiety and social withdrawal. Attention is a key component of 
cognition and dictates all stages of information processing. The centrality of attention in 
development grows out of its role as a cognitive mechanism whose core function is to influence 
the operation of other downstream processing—by choosing the focus of attention for further 
processing, by maintaining this focus as needed, and by disengaging from the focus of attention 
when it no longer serves current goals (Posner et al., 2007). The earliest forms of self-regulation 
and effortful control are rooted in the ability to disengage, shift gaze, and reorient to a new focus 
of attention (Rothbart et al., 1994). In this way, attention mechanisms, and biased attention to 
threat in particular, may play a pivotal role in shaping the individual’s experienced environment 
from the first days of life. At the extreme, these biases can generate and canalize a relatively 
rigid and inflexible approach to the world.  
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Given the central role of attention in early processing and regulation, biased attention to 
threat may be evident from early in infancy and may act as a core mechanism of socio-emotional 
development (Pérez-Edgar et al, 2014; Morales, Fu, & Pérez-Edgar, 2016). If this view is 
correct, individual differences in attention, first emerging in infancy, should be associated with 
diverging trajectories of socioemotional development, and importantly, trajectories for the 
development of anxiety. Understanding these relations early in development could thus provide 
avenues for (1) understanding mechanisms that lead to the emergence of social withdrawal and 
anxiety and (2) identifying individuals at risk for socioemotional difficulties. 
Despite support in the adult literature for a link between attentional bias to threat and 
anxiety, developmental research in this domain is still limited. Further, there is currently no 
longitudinal research that investigates the early development of attention bias to threat as a 
predictor of anxiety. In the current review, we aim to highlight the importance of taking a 
developmental approach to studying the relation between attention biases and anxiety, outlining 
how biased attention to threatening stimuli can act as an important factor underlying the etiology 
and maintenance of anxiety disorders. First, we review developmental research on the relation 
between biased attention to threat and anxiety. We then describe how recent developmental work 
can fit into existing (and evolving) theoretical frameworks for the development of anxiety, and 
how attention biases might interact with other risk factors over the course of development. Next, 
we describe how new adaptations to traditional methods for measuring biased attention to threat 
can be used to capture patterns of biased attention developmentally, particularly in infant 
populations. Finally, we conclude by discussing limitations of the current literature and 
directions for future research.  
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Altogether, we hope that by describing new research on attention bias to threat and 
anxiety in infants and children, and the methods that can be used to examine these variables and 
the relationships between them, we can provide a roadmap for how future researchers might 
implement developmental approaches to studying a core mechanism of socioemotional 
functioning. By highlighting early attention as an underlying mechanism in the emergence and 
developmental arc of anxiety, we aim to encourage future developmental work that ultimately 
helps us identify targets for early detection and intervention.  
Biased Attention to Threat and Anxiety in Early Development 
Humans’ ability to recognize and detect threatening stimuli has been of interest to basic 
science researchers for decades (see LoBue & Rakison, 2013, for a review). Research has shown 
that both humans and non-human primates rapidly detect the presence of biological, or 
evolutionary threats, such as snakes, spiders, and threatening conspecifics (e.g., angry faces) 
more quickly than they detect neutral or benign stimuli (LoBue & Deloache, 2008; LoBue & 
Deloache, 2010, LoBue, 2009; Ohman et al., 2001). Further, selective attention to snakes, 
spiders, and angry faces (LoBue et al., 2010) is evident behaviorally by 4 to 7 months (deHaan & 
Nelson, 1998; Kotsoni et al., 2001; Nelson & Dolgin et al., 1985; LoBue, Buss, Taber-Thomas, 
& Pérez-Edgar, 2017; Peltola et al., 2018; Rakison & Derringer, 2008) and in electrophysiology 
by 4 to 5 months (Hoehl & Striano, 2008; Striano et al., 2006). Similarly, a bias for fear faces 
emerges between 5 and 11 months of age (Peltola et al., 2013) in typically developing 
individuals. Mechanistically, biased attention may act as a rapid, reflexive response that precedes 
and supports more evaluative processing of environmental events (Todd et al., 2012). Thus, 
although biased attention to threat has traditionally been studied in typically developing 
populations, recent investigations into biased attention and its relation to the development of 
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anxiety represent a key advancement. Indeed, if infants preferentially attend to threatening or 
negative social information in the environment, this information may play a role in shaping their 
expectations about social situations, and ultimately, their social behavior. Thus, biased attention 
to threat can act as a domain-general mechanism that over time may support the emergence of 
entrenched regulatory patterns of behavior (Morales, Fu, & Pérez-Edgar, 2016).   
Importantly, biased attention to threat is not necessarily accompanied by signs of fear to 
the threat cue (LoBue, 2013). Rather, low level perceptual biases draw attention to a personally 
salient environmental cue, which in conjunction with maturation and relevant experiences (e.g., 
social signals from adults) can “tune” filters in the deployment of initial attention and subsequent 
processing, gradually sculpting attention patterns from infancy onward, impacting memory 
encoding and behavior enactment (Scerif et al. 2010; Leppanen & Nelson, 2006). This process 
may serve as one underlying mechanism leading to biased attention to threat evident in the 
clinical and temperament literature (Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Bar-Haim, 2010; Fox & Pine, 2012). 
Perceptual biases may have the greatest impact on individuals who are predisposed to high levels 
of fear and anxiety, such as children who go on to show extreme temperaments marked by fear 
and risk for anxiety, particularly behavioral inhibition (BI) and dysregulated fear (DF) (Buss et 
al., 2013a; Buss et al., 2013b). 
Cognitive theories of anxiety already focus on the role of information processing biases 
in the disorder (Rapee & Heimberg, 1997; Mathews & Macleod, 2002). Laboratory computer-
based tasks reflect this assessment as clinically anxious children (Roy et al., 2008; Waters et al., 
2010; Waters et al., 2008) and adults (Mathews & MacLeod, 1985; 2003) show spontaneous 
biases to threat stimuli in their environments (see Dudeney, Sharpe, & Hunt, 2015, for a recent 
meta-analysis of these findings in children). However, the role of biased attention to threat does 
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not appear to have a “clean” linear relation to anxiety. For example, emerging data suggest that 
along with a bias towards threatening stimuli, biases away from threatening stimuli are also 
associated with anxiety (Schechner et al, 2012). Direction may reflect diagnostic boundaries, as 
distress disorders have shown a significant bias towards threat, whereas children with fear 
disorders show a bias away from threat (Waters et al., 2014), so some qualification of diagnostic 
category or criteria might be necessary for comparing data across these studies. For example, in 
adults exposed to military attack, threat avoidance was associated with proximity to attack and 
subsequent levels of PTSD (Bar-Haim et al. 2010; Wald et al., 2011).  
These patterns of vigilance and avoidance are also evident in the temperament literature. 
Morales et al. (2015) found that 5-year-old children characterized for dysregulated fear (DF) as 
toddlers displayed attentional avoidance of emotion faces (Morales et al., 2015). However, bias 
scores were still positively associated with anxiety. Nine- to 12-year-olds completed two related 
tasks (dot probe and affective Posner) and the data suggest that children with inconsistent bias 
patterns were low in anxiety (Morales et al., 2017a). Children with stable patterns of attention, 
either towards—or—away from threat, showed elevated levels of anxiety. There is some 
evidence that behaviorally inhibited (BI; reviewed below) children show a similar bias toward 
threat (Pérez-Edgar et al., 2010), which in turn helps sustain a developmental link between early 
BI and later socioemotional difficulties (Pérez-Edgar et al., 2011, Pérez-Edgar et al., 2010; White 
et al., 2017).  
While there is evidence that adults with clinical levels of anxiety (but not those without) 
are likely to display biased attention to threat (Bar-Haim et al., 2007), we do not know if the 
pattern develops over time or if it is present early in life. As mentioned above, some studies have 
shown that biased attention to threat is typical for all children, regardless of anxiety level 
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(Ehrenreich & Gross, 2002; Kindt, Bierman, & Brosschot, 1997; Kindt, Brosschot, & Everaerd, 
1997; LoBue & DeLoache, 2008; LoBue, 2009, 2010; Morren, Kindt, van den Hout, & van 
Kasteren, 2003), others suggest that these biases are specific to children with anxiety (Waters et 
al., 2008), while others provide evidence that the two arguments are not mutually exclusive. For 
example, Waters et al. (2004) showed that while anxious 9- to 12-year-old children have a 
greater bias towards affective stimuli, both anxious and non-selected children showed a specific 
bias for threatening stimuli. Similarly, LoBue and Pérez-Edgar (2014) reported that while all 5-
year-olds demonstrate a bias for both social (angry faces) and non-social (snakes) threats, 
extremely shy children show an elevated bias for social threats specifically when compared to 
non-shy children.  
 Given these findings and others (e.g., Price et al., 2016), attention biases for social 
threats might be relative, with individuals with clinical levels of anxiety demonstrating a greater 
bias when compared to a non-clinical sample. However, most of these studies focus on either 
adults or children older than the age of 5 years. It may be that biased attention to threat in both 
anxious and non-anxious individuals is already established by this age. Thus, the question of how 
these biases develop over the first few years of life and how they relate to behavior is still open, 
and there is a critical need for longitudinal studies looking at these processes starting in infancy. 
Studies examining whether attention bias to threat is a concurrent symptom of, or precedes 
anxiety symptoms longitudinally, starting in early development, are still needed. 
 Several studies demonstrate that experimentally manipulating biased attention to threat in 
healthy and anxious children and adults (Mathews & MacLeod, 2002; MacLeod et al., 2002; 
Schmidt et al., 2009; Eldar et al., 2012; Eldar et al., 2010; Eldar et al., 2008; Bar-Haim et al. 
2012) produces a subsequent change in anxious behavior and stress-related reactivity (Bar-Haim, 
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2010; Hamakata et al., 2010; Lazarov et al., 2018; Naim et al., 2018, but see Cristea et al., 2015). 
The findings support the argument that biased attention to threat is as a causal mechanism in the 
development and maintenance of anxiety. However, this is a mechanistic argument supporting 
the potential for causality. While experimental designs can support causality, it remains an 
assumption that this is the pathway through which biased attention develops or that this is the 
mechanism at play in the natural development of anxiety (Pérez-Edgar & Hastings, 2018). The 
degree to which biased attention to threat represents a down-stream result of ongoing anxiety or 
an early-emerging predisposing factor implicated in the risk for anxiety remains unclear. 
Importantly, we still lack a critical component needed to understand these observed patterns: We 
do not know the antecedents of these divergent attentional patterns, nor the mechanisms leading 
to vigilance or avoidance. 
Developmental research involving infants has demonstrated the existence of biases for 
various kinds of salient stimuli for decades. Indeed, well-known paradigms like preferential 
looking and habituation tasks depend on the fact that infants are biased in where they look 
(Teller, 1979). However, research on infants’ biased attention to threat is still quite limited, 
leaving open the question of when these specific biases develop and how normative biases might 
shape socioemotional development over of the course of the lifespan. Recently, Burris et al. 
(2017) showed that a bias towards both negative and positive emotional expressions was 
normative in a sample of typically developing children ages 9 to 48 months, implementing 
similar experimental parameters that have been used to measure attention biases in adolescent 
and adult populations. Similarly, LoBue et al. (2017) demonstrated that biases for both social 
(angry faces) and non-social (snakes) threats are measurable between the ages of 4 and 24 
months in typically developing infants using an eye-tracking methodology. In one of the few 
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studies incorporating anxiety and attention to threat in young children, Dodd et al. (2015) 
showed that, on an eye tracking visual paired-comparison task, both anxious and 
nonanxious 3- to 4-year-old children showed attentional vigilance and longer dwell times to 
angry faces compared to neutral faces.  
Importantly, other work has linked early patterns of attention with the manifestation of 
later temperament. While the literature linking behavioral inhibition and attention to threat is 
limited, Pérez-Edgar et al. showed that greater vigilance (less sustained attention) at 9 months 
was associated with increases in BI from 14 months to 7 years (Pérez-Edgar et al., 2010). 
Moreover, initial BI levels predicted social difficulties assessed during an observed social dyad 
interaction with an unfamiliar peer at age 14 years only when the individual had shown high 
levels of vigilance as an infant. This work has laid the groundwork for developing new 
methodologies for studying biased attention to threat in infants as young as 4 months of age.  
 One major limitation of this work is the open-ended question of whether biased attention 
to threat exists as a correlate, a risk factor, or simply a symptom of anxiety. These distinctions 
are blurred throughout the literature, and clarity with this concept should be an important priority 
for current and future work in this area. The current review presents strong evidence that there is 
an association between anxiety and attention, but the field currently does not know how or why it 
develops, or the role that attention plays across development. Again, it is important to note that 
in many studies, there are large portions of the study sample that have anxiety but do not present 
biased attention to threat, and vice versa. Thus, there is no question that the framework 
underlying the development of anxiety is complex, and attention contributes only part of that 
larger framework. However, we do aim to challenge the notion that biased attention to threat is 
simply a symptom of anxiety, given the developmental framework that is becoming stronger in 
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the literature. A thorough longitudinal investigation into biased attention across early 
development is needed, utilizing age-appropriate tasks that can identify attention biases for threat 
reliably in even very young infants. 
Implications for Theory 
 Classically, researchers have proposed that biased attention to threat is the result of 
dedicated brain circuitry activated automatically in the presence of threat (Öhman & Mineka, 
2001). From this view, such biases should be normative, present early in development, and stable 
across individuals. However, the developmental research presented here suggests that such 
biases might indeed develop and change over the course of the lifespan. As a result, more recent 
perspectives on biased attention to threat and its relation to anxiety have placed particular 
importance on development.  
Field and Lester (2010) suggested three potential developmental models of biased 
attention to threat. The integral bias model suggests that individual factors (e.g., anxiety, 
temperament) determine the presence or absence of attentional biases for threat early in 
development, and such biases should be relatively unchanging across the lifespan. As such, 
infants with early signs of negative affect would already show a more pronounced bias to threat 
relative to infants without this temperamental profile. In contrast, the moderation model suggests 
that development moderates the expression of an existing bias to threat, such that under certain 
circumstances (e.g., in children at temperamental risk for anxiety) initial normative biases might 
be linked to the later emergence of elevated fear and social withdrawal (e.g., Todd et al., 2012; 
LoBue, 2013). In contrast, normative biases would decrease over time for typically developing 
children who are not at heightened risk for anxiety. This model is in line with Kindt’s (Kindt et 
al., 1997, 2000) findings that all children start with a bias to spiders, but that it increases over 
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time in adolescents experiencing a spider phobia, and decreases over time in control participants. 
Also, findings by Öhman, Flykt, and Esteves (2001) demonstrate that biases for snakes and 
spiders are normative in all adults, but there is a heightened bias in adults with snake and spider 
phobias. Finally, the acquisition model suggests that developmental experiences shape the 
acquisition of biased attention to threat gradually over time, either in tandem or subsequent to the 
emergence of fear and anxiety. In this model, biased attention to threat would act as a symptom 
of the disorder that has developed. 
 At the time of their article, Field and Lester (2010) stated that the integral bias model had 
the least amount of support of the three, and existing developmental literature does not fit 
precisely into either the moderation or acquisition model. Morales et al. (2016) built on this 
work, suggesting that early occurring biases are later moderated by environmental factors, either 
intrinsic or extrinsic to the child. The main premise of this argument is that children’s normative 
attentional systems are pre-tuned to aspects of the environment that are likely to signal healthy 
and appropriate patterns of approach and avoidance. With development, these biases become 
modulated in an experience-dependent manner. For a subgroup of children who are at heightened 
risk for psychopathology, biased attention to threat could reinforce disorder risk by supporting 
atypical interactions with novelty and perceived threat in the environment, which would then 
cyclically reinforce biased attention (Morales et al., 2016; Pérez-Edgar et al., 2010; Pérez-Edgar 
et al., 2014).  
Many additional theories related to the fine-grained order of attention processing, 
components, and possible mediating mechanisms are thoroughly reviewed by Cisler and Koster 
(2010) and Yiend (2010). Empirical support exists for some of these models, although they are 
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not developmental in nature, and thus focus more on the specific order and components of 
attention that are most involved in biased attention to threat.  
Whichever of these models is correct, they all imply that important and relevant learning 
occurs early in life. Thus, to disambiguate these models, additional work is needed on attention 
biases for threat and their relation to socioemotional behavior in infancy and early childhood. 
Importantly, the traditional tasks that are typically used to measure attention bias to threat are not 
developmentally appropriate for use in infant populations, limiting researchers’ ability to 
disambiguate these models. Most of the literature does not allow us to say anything about the 
preschool years because it primarily relies on reaction time based tasks. Therefore, we cannot 
dissociate different theoretical pathways through which attention to threat and anxiety develops. 
We are also unable to identify the causal connection between these constructs. Thus, it is 
necessary to create developmentally appropriate modifications to the traditional tasks to allow 
for the collection of data with infant populations, which can provide great insight into these 
components of attention and how they develop and change across development. 
Methodological Issues 
 To more thoroughly explore the impact biased attention to threat can have on the 
development of anxiety, developmental researchers are challenged with developing more infant-
directed methods to measure biased attention. Here we discuss traditional methods for measuring 
biased attention to threat used in the adult literature, and we then explore adjustments that can be 
applied to make these methods appropriate for use in young populations (for additional 
information on the traditional uses of these paradigms please see Bar-Haim et al., 2007 and 
Cisler & Koster, 2010). Importantly, adjustments that can be applied to standard methods to 
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make them appropriate for pediatric populations might also improve the reliability and validity 
of the tasks for adult populations.  
 The Dot Probe Task is perhaps the oldest and most well-cited attention bias task (e.g., 
MacLeod et al., 1986; Mogg et al., 1997; Mogg and Bradley, 1999; Koster et al., 2004; Salemink 
et al., 2007, for review see Bar-Haim et al., 2007), and is theorized to measure biased attention 
by tracking reaction time to a visual stimulus after the presence of affective information. Many 
different versions of the task that utilize different types of stimuli exist. One version of the task 
that utilizes faces presents two faces side by side, usually paired by emotion—neutral-neutral, 
happy-neutral, and angry-neutral—followed by some type of probe that appears on the same side 
of one of the faces that preceded the probe (MacLeod et al., 1986). On congruent trials, the probe 
appears on the same side of the screen as the emotional face; on incongruent trials the probe 
follows on the same side as the presentation of the neutral face. Individuals are tasked with 
indicating (traditionally with a button press) which side of the screen the probe appears. The 
theory behind the task is that individuals will respond faster to a stimulus that appears in an 
attended region of their visual perception than an unattended one (Posner et al. 1980). 
Attentional biases are calculated using the time to detect the probe on incongruent versus 
congruent trials. If individuals are faster at detecting probes that appear in the same spatial 
location as the threatening faces it indicates that their attentional system was biased towards 
threat. If the latency to detect the neutral or happy faces is faster than the threatening faces, we 
can conclude that the individual is avoidant of threat.  
 The Emotional Stroop Task is commonly used to measure the attentional control 
component of biased attention. The task is a variation of the classic Stroop task which presents 
color words in varying ‘ink’ colors (Stroop, 1935). In the emotional variant, a word with either a 
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threatening or neutral valence is presented in a color and the participant is asked to report the 
color of the word rather than the valence or semantic information. An individual is said to 
demonstrate biased attention to threat if they are slower to label the color of a threat related word 
versus a neutral word (MacLeod, 1991; Williams, Mathews, & MacLeod, 1996).  
 Another task that investigates biased attention is the traditional Visual Search Task 
(Ohman, Flykt & Esteves, 2001). Participants are presented with matrices of stimuli containing 
four or nine photographs from a single category (target-absent) or similar matrices containing a 
single discrepant image (target-present). Participants asked to indicate with a button-press when 
they have identified the presence or absence of a discrepant category. Using this paradigm, 
attentional biases are captured when response times are slower to detect discrepant neutral 
images than discrepant threatening images (Cisler et al., 2009). The task has been used with 
emotional facial expressions, animals, and even words, and has shown biased attention to threat 
in individuals with anxiety (Rinck et al., 2005).  
 Finally, Posner (1980) presented a Spatial Cueing Task that has been used and 
manipulated extensively in the attention bias literature. In the task, a cue appears in one location 
and is then followed by a target stimulus that is presented either in the same place as the cue 
(valid cue trial) or in a different spatial location (invalid cue trial). If cues effectively capture 
attention, responses to the target should be faster in the valid cue trials than in the invalid cue 
trials. This difference in reaction time is thought to come from the benefit of having the attention 
system already fixated to the correct place on the screen before the target is presented. The 
slowing seen in the invalid cue trials reflects the time it takes to disengage attention, shift to the 
other side of the screen and fixate the target. This task allows for a more thorough investigation 
of the attentional mechanisms guiding biased attention, allowing for separation between 
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attentional disengagement, shift and engagement. Adding affect-relevant motivation or feedback 
with the typical neutral cues have shown that the basic mechanism is sensitive to state and trait 
variation (Engleman & Pessoa, 2007), including childhood shyness (Pérez-Edgar & Fox, 2005). 
Fox et al. (2001) modified the task to have affective cues, and saw that a threatening cue caused 
a faster response relative to neutral valid cue trials. Both affective variations of the traditional 
task have found that the orienting effect is potentiated in individuals with anxiety (Ellenbogen & 
Schwartzman, 2009; Bar-Haim et al., 2011), or at risk for anxiety (White et al., 2011). 
Methodologies appropriate for infants  
 The traditional attention bias tasks described above cannot be used with infant 
populations, due to their reliance on active motor responses. Thus, the main limitation of the 
current literature using these methods is their inability to address early developmental questions 
related to attention. The research using these tasks tells us nothing about attention and anxiety 
before early childhood, by which time both attentional biases and anxiety may already be 
engrained. 
In this section, we will detail methodological adaptations to traditional attention tasks to 
allow for exploration of biased attention to threat in younger populations. We will focus on the 
aspects of attention that can be specifically targeted using the modified versions of classic tasks, 
allowing researchers to not only investigate biased attention to threat in younger populations, but 
to more precisely unpack which components of attention are most critical to the development and 
maintenance of anxiety. When examining biased attention in infants, Posner’s model of attention 
(Posner et al., 2012) outlines three core areas of functioning that help inform task creation. 
First, the alerting (or vigilance) system is tasked with obtaining and maintaining an alert 
state. Vigilance is subserved by midbrain structures with strong interconnectivity between frontal 
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and parietal regions, and is linked to norepinephrine functioning. Increased vigilance is defined 
“as potentiated neuronal responsiveness (e.g., lower firing thresholds) in sensory systems 
receiving their input from the amygdala" (Whalen, 1998). We know that temperamentally 
reactive individuals show heightened amygdala response to salient stimuli (Pérez-Edgar et al., 
2007) and that amygdala hyperactivity lowers sensory thresholds (Catani et al., 2003). Second, 
the orienting system plays an important role in early self-regulation, as it is evident in the first 
year of life and is a core tool in the infant’s regulatory armament (Rueda et al., 2005; Ruff & 
Rothbart, 1996). Third is the executive attention system which is called in to resolve conflict 
among responses, it is linked to prefrontal (including the anterior cingulate cortex, ACC) 
activity, and it is closely aligned with dopaminergic functioning. This system reflects the 
effortful control behaviors researchers observe in older children (Rothbart & Rueda, 2005).  
Importantly, Posner et al. (2012) proposed that early variations in attention, particularly 
executive attention, may shape the later emergence of self-regulation abilities, which in turn 
would shape observed patterns of emotion and behavior (Rothbart et al., 2011). As such, they 
characterized 6- and 7-month-olds for levels of anticipatory looking in a visual sequence task and 
then observed responses to a novel toy and fear-inducing mask, as well as attention and 
socioemotional behavior at 3 and 4 years. Although they found that increased anticipation was 
associated with reticence with a novel toy in infancy and more distress to a scary mask (Sheese 
et al., 2008), infant anticipatory looking showed stronger associations with orienting behavior 
than with executive attention in preschool (Posner et al., 2012) and the link with affect in 
preschool was tenuous (Rothbart et al., 2011). Further, they were unable to describe clear 
developmental trajectories (Sheese et al., 2008). Some of this difficulty may be linked to the 
specific protocol used. First, anticipatory looking appears to be quite difficult for young infants, 
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with a mean of only 1.58 (SD = 1.60) correct anticipations from a mean of 30 trials per infant. 
Second, the infants were only characterized for temperament/affect using two brief tasks. Third, 
the task employed affect-neutral stimuli and may not have elicited relevant individual differences 
in attention deployment.  
To address these issues, researchers have recently begun using eye-tracking technology to 
develop a set of tasks (described below) that capture core components of attention evident in 
infants, including rapid orienting to threatening stimuli (vigilance), difficulty disengaging from 
threatening stimuli (overlap), and the impact of threatening stimuli on subsequent orienting (dot-
probe). Eye-tracking can be used across all ages and is ideal for use in infancy as it can draw 
information from passive viewing (Oakes, 2010; 2012).  
Converting a button press response to a comparable eye-tracking metric can be 
straightforward given that, in certain task contexts, the button press already exists as a proxy for 
visual processing speed and direction (Brown et al., 2014). Furthermore, fixation latency 
arguably better captures this type of processing speed than reaction time as it is not embedded in 
the motor planning and response mechanisms of a button press. Brown et al. (2014) showed that 
measures of attention bias using traditional reaction time tasks had poor psychometric properties. 
As a result, altering tasks more suited for adults or older children to measure latency to fixate a 
stimulus rather than latency to press a button can improve the accuracy of the task (Price et al., 
2014; 2015). Previous eye-tracking versions of classic attention tasks such as the dot-probe have 
shown positive reliability measurements (Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012). In addition, Burris et al. 
(2017) recently showed positive split half correlation values across a young age range (9 to 48 
months) of typically developing infants and children completing the dot-probe task using an eye 
tracker. 
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Infant Dot-Probe Task. In line with Posner’s model, the dot-probe task taps into the 
central processing demands of the participants’ attention system, measuring reaction time to a 
probe immediately after the presentation of salient information. Recent dot-probe studies with 
younger, pediatric populations typically modify stimulus presentation of the standard adult task 
(e.g., time on screen) to match the participants’ processing needs (Garner, 2010; In-Albon & 
Schneider, 2010). The newer infant version of the task is virtually identical to the classic version, 
however, instead of requiring a button-press to indicate on which side the probe appears, we 
simply measure latency to fixate the probe. Using this new methodology, we have recently 
published several reports confirming that biased attention to emotionally-valenced stimuli is 
normative between the ages of 4 and 48 months of age (Burris et al., 2017; LoBue et al., 2017; 
Pérez-Edgar et al., 2017). Further, we found that for young infants high in negative affect, 
attending longer to angry faces was associated with slower subsequent fixation to probes. In 
other words, for infants who show the highest levels of negative affect, looking at threatening 
faces had the largest impact on subsequent processing (Pérez-Edgar et al., 2017). Thus, these 
initial findings suggest that early patterns of attention arising from temperamental differences 
may indeed shape how children respond to their environments from as early as 4 months of age.  
 Infant Vigilance Task. Based on Posner’s model, several researchers have designed 
vigilance tasks to assess infants’ initial orienting to emotionally valenced stimuli. Using more 
standard methodologies, researchers have presented infants with several stimuli on a screen and 
examined where infants look first, and where they look most. For example, LoBue and 
DeLoache (2010) presented 9- to 12-month-old infants with two images side-by-side on a large 
screen and measured how quickly infants turned to look at each one. They found that the infants 
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turned their heads more quickly to look at threatening stimuli, including both snakes and angry 
faces, than non-threatening stimuli like flowers and happy faces.  
More recently with the use of eye-tracking technology, researchers have been able to 
pinpoint the exact location and latency of infants’ initial orienting responses, making vigilance 
tasks both easier to administer and more precise. For example, Fu et al. (under review) recently 
presented 4 to 24-month-old infants with a center fixation point followed by a threatening or 
non-threatening image that appears in one of the four corners of the screen. They measured how 
long it took infants to first fixate the target image. Preliminary data suggests that the interaction 
of negative affect and attention control shifts relative biases to emotional and neutral faces over 
the course of the first two years of life (Fu et al., under review), suggesting that the infant 
vigilance task can be used to assess infants’ initial bias to detect threatening stimuli in the 
environment.  
Infant Overlap Task. Consistent within Posner’s attention framework, researchers have 
also designed tasks to examine difficulty disengaging from threatening versus non-threatening 
stimuli and attentionally shifting to non-threatening stimuli. In the classic baby overlap task, 
infants are presented with an image of an affective (happy or angry face) or neutral image. After 
a short delay, a probe appears to the right or left side of the center image. Researchers measure 
latency to direct attention away from the center image to fixate the probe. In this task, infants as 
young as 7 months of age have greater difficulty disengaging from fearful faces when compared 
to happy and neutral faces (Leppänen et al., 2010; Peltola et al., 2008; Peltola, Leppänen, Vogel-
Farley, Hietanen, & Nelson, 2009). Further, Morales et al. (2017b) recently reported that in 
infants ranging from 4 to 24 months of age, difficulty disengaging from threatening stimuli was 
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related to maternal anxiety, with higher levels of maternal anxiety predicting increased difficulty 
disengaging from angry, but not happy, faces (Morales et al., 2017b).  
Importantly, emerging evidence suggests that biased disengagement patterns like these 
have implications for later socioemotional development. For example, heightened attention to 
fearful faces at 7 months predicts attachment security at 14 months, with a smaller bias 
associated with insecure attachment (Peltola, Forssman, Puura, van IJzendoorn, & Leppänen, 
2015). Thus, the infant overlap task can be a useful tool in measuring how difficulty disengaging 
from threatening stimuli shapes patterns of both attachment and negative affect starting in infants 
as young as 4 months of age. 
Attention and Anxiety in the Context of Other Risk Factors 
Although we have reviewed strong evidence for the impact of biased attention to threat 
on individuals with anxiety, attention bias is only one of many factors that are believed to put an 
individual at risk for developing anxiety. From the idea of multifinality, we know that there are 
many pathways that can be taken to reach the same developmental endpoint (Cicchetti & 
Rogosch, 1996), especially one as complex as anxiety. Not all anxious individuals show biased 
attention to threat, and not all individuals who do have biased attention to threat present with 
heightened anxiety levels. There are also factors that may moderate attentional processes, 
reflecting the interaction of different developmental pathways and highlighting that attentional 
processes do not operate within a vacuum. Thus, we argue that the emergence of anxiety is 
dependent on attention mechanisms embedded in a larger context (e.g., individual and 
environmental risk) that eventually lead to disorder. 
A number of factors influence biased attention to threat and the development of anxiety, 
and thus, are important to consider when studying how biased attention might shape anxiety over 
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the course of development. Given their prominence in the literature, we will focus on 
developmental findings related to three markers of risk—temperament, biology, and contextual 
environmental factors. While these factors play a prominent role in the attention bias literature, 
the degree to which we can disentangle their individual and interacting roles is limited by the 
reliance on reaction time measures that we have reviewed above. Utilizing the developmentally 
appropriate adaptations to the above tasks will improve what we can learn about these markers of 
risk, ensure that we can understand the early impact of these risk factors, and that we can follow 
the trajectory of that impact through childhood.  
Temperamental markers of risk 
Perhaps the most widely studied individual-difference predictor of anxiety development 
is a behaviorally inhibited (BI) temperament (Fox and Pine, 2012). Here we will briefly review 
the extensive literature linking BI to anxiety, and then will highlight the burgeoning literature 
linking attention to threat and BI, ending with a discussion of the positive impact that non-
reaction time measures can have on our understanding of the relation between attention to threat 
and BI early in development. An individual who has a behaviorally inhibited temperamental 
style usually presents as being highly reactive, socially inhibited, and is sensitive to novelty 
(Degnan & Fox, 2007). High negative reactivity measured early in infancy (at 4 months) is 
predictive of BI in toddlerhood (Fox et al., 2001). A behaviorally inhibited temperament is 
usually identified early in development using an empirically standardized behavioral battery 
(Degnan & Fox, 2007). 
 While a direct one-to-one link between reactivity in infancy, BI in childhood, and later 
anxiety is elusive, Prior et al. (2000) reported a modest link between early BI and anxiety 
disorder diagnoses in adolescence. However, the authors were careful to point out that most 
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infants who were behaviorally inhibited did not develop clinical anxiety disorders. Behavioral 
inhibition itself presents behavioral, cognitive, and biological characteristics that are similar to 
those seen in anxiety (Degnan & Fox, 2007; Pérez-Edgar & Guyer, 2014; Clauss et al., 2012). 
Longitudinal studies have shown infants with BI are at an increased risk for exhibiting anxiety 
by mid-adolescence (Chronis-Tuscano et al., 2009; Kagan, Snidman, McManis, & Woodward, 
2001). White et al. (2017), for example, one of the few studies with longitudinal data on the 
link between attention to threat and anxiety in young children, showed an interaction 
between attention to threat, temperament, and anxiety at age 7, but no relation at age 5. In 
a related study, Nozadi et al. (2016) found that attention to threat at age 5 moderated the 
link between temperament in toddlerhood and anxiety at age 10; in other words, 
temperament predicted anxiety only for children who showed attentional biases toward 
threat. Further, in a large meta-analysis, Clauss and Blackford (2012) concluded that 
behavioral inhibition is one of the most prominent risk factors for developing anxiety, and social 
anxiety specifically. Even when anxiety levels do not meet clinical cut-offs, subclinical levels of 
anxiety (a variable rarely reported) can still be impairing and present their own challenges to 
adaptive functioning (Gladstone et al., 2005).  
 While the literature describes the developmental links between BI and anxiety, recent 
work is beginning to highlight the mechanisms that support the trajectory between early 
behavioral inhibition and later anxiety. Here we highlight the role that biased attention to threat 
may play in this relation. Adolescents characterized as high in behavioral inhibition as toddlers 
and in early childhood exhibit a larger bias to angry faces on the dot probe task compared to 
adolescents who were low in BI as toddlers (Pérez-Edgar, et al. 2010, 2014; Bar-Haim et al., 
2010). Field (2006) showed that BI in early childhood facilitates biased attention to threatening 
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stimuli. However, few studies have shown a direct relation between BI and attention to threat (at 
least in the traditional reaction time version of the dot-probe task). Rather, much of the data 
support attention as a moderator of risk. Pérez-Edgar and colleagues showed that biased attention 
to threat moderated the link between BI in infancy and social withdrawal in adolescence (2010) 
and at age 5 (2011). In particular, the link between patterns of behavioral inhibition in early 
childhood and later social withdrawal is only evident in children who also show a bias for threat. 
Further, Morales et al. (2017a) showed that convergence in affective bias patterns across 
multiple tasks was only evident among behaviorally inhibited children. These studies provide 
support for the impact that behavioral inhibition can have on anxiety development, and 
importantly for the current review, the key role that biased attention to threat plays in this 
relation across development. 
 Given that much of the work linking BI to attention to threat has been done using the 
traditional reaction time version of the dot probe task, we have little information linking 
concurrent BI and attention bias to threat early in development. Utilizing non-reaction time 
measures, like the eye tracking version of the dot probe task will allow us to better understand 
the early relation between these factors, and to better track their interactions across early 
childhood.  
Biological markers of risk 
Biological factors also act as markers of risk for anxiety. The anterior regions of both 
hemispheres may be lateralized for the behavioral/motivational systems involved in approach 
and withdrawal behaviors (Davidson, 1988; Rox, 1991). For example, Taber-Thomas et al. (in 
prep) presents data in 9- to 12-year-old children suggesting that EEG asymmetry patterns reflect 
functional connectivity patterns in frontolimbic networks. Right frontal EEG asymmetry has 
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been associated with negative affect, behavioral withdrawal, anxiety, and depression in children 
and adults (Harmon-Jones et al., 2010), and increased right frontal EEG asymmetry in response 
to stress is associated with biased attention to threat in adults (Pérez-Edgar et al., 2013). A 
similar pattern is evident in infants at risk for BI (Calkins et al., 1996) and among young children 
with stable high BI across childhood (Fox et al., 2001). Finally, the presence of right frontal EEG 
asymmetry increases the likelihood that BI children will go on to exhibit poor social behavior 
(Henderson et al., 2001).  
It is important to point out that in addition to evidence for the role of right frontal 
asymmetry as a biomarker for risk, there is other evidence that shows inconsistencies in the 
association between frontal asymmetry and socioemotional profiles. For example, Harrewijn et 
al. (2016) showed no evidence of right frontal asymmetry in adults high in social anxiety 
compared to low socially anxious adults. Further, other studies have found no difference in 
frontal asymmetry patterns in groups of participants who demonstrate social dysfunction 
(Davidson et al., 2000; Beaton et al., 2008). While the literature remains mixed, right frontal 
asymmetry continues to be investigated as a potential neurophysiological marker for anxiety risk.   
Besides prefrontal asymmetry, theory and research also point to the dysregulation of 
physiological systems in children with internalizing (e.g., anxiety) disorders (Bauer et al., 2002). 
Measures of parasympathetic activity and reactivity are associated with early temperament and 
the later emergence of anxiety (Fox et al., 2008) and play an important role in physiological 
regulation of stress (Porges, 2007). One physiological measure central to this discussion is 
respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), a variable that is associated with respiration and heart rate. 
Low baseline levels of RSA and/or failure to regulate RSA (i.e., suppress RSA to task demands) 
have been associated with emotion regulation difficulty (Buss et al., 2005), trajectories of 
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increased social wariness (Hastings et al., 2014), and anxiety symptoms (Licht et al., 2009). In 
recent work, toddlers showing a dysregulated fear profile (high fear in low threat contexts) also 
show a dynamic pattern of RSA across 10 tasks consistent with poor regulation (Buss et al., 
2017). Specifically, temperamentally fearful children showed elevated and stably high RSA. 
Importantly, this pattern of RSA “augmentation” was associated with greater fear reactivity 
during the tasks as well as maternal report of social inhibition and anxiety symptoms consistently 
one to two years later.  
While biological factors like RSA and EEG asymmetry are both implicated in anxiety, 
further research is needed to incorporate affective attentional biases to models that include these 
biological factors. For example, Field and Price-Evans (2009b) reported that BI moderates heart 
rate responses following fear learning, demonstrating a link between temperamental profiles, 
biological factors and threat related processing. Further, Vallorani et al. (under review, b) 
showed that biased attention to threat is linked to social anxiety symptoms only in children who 
are high in BI and who also exhibit right frontal EEG asymmetry. While this handful of studies 
highlights the potential direct or moderating role that biological factors can play in the 
development of attention biases, the evidence is still sparse, and further investigations are 
needed. 
Interestingly, gender differences in biased attention to threat are not prominent in the 
literature. Sass et al. (2010) investigated biased attention to threat in anxiety and showed that 
there are no robust predictable differences across studies based only on gender. It is very well 
documented that women present with higher rates of anxiety (both clinical and subclinical levels) 
(Craske, 2003; Pigott, 1999; McLean et al., 2011; Lewinsohn et al., 1998). Gender has also been 
shown to modulate the activation patterns of the amygdala, a brain structure important to both 
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anxiety and biased attention (Cahill, 2006). Yet, very little evidence exists in the attention bias 
literature to support the idea that these basic gender differences translate to differing patterns of 
attention, although many studies do not report analyses split by gender. This is an area of the 
literature that needs greater investigation.  
Environmental and contextual moderators of risk  
In addition to individual, endogenous characteristics, socioemotional development can be 
shaped by the environmental context in which the child is embedded. Indeed, environmental 
factors can impact anxiety symptoms directly, and influence biased attention to threat. For the 
young child, the environment is shaped, dominated, and filtered by the primary caregiver 
(Leppanen & Nelson, 2009). Thus, personal (biased attention, anxiety, depression) and 
psychosocial stressors (e.g., environmental threat) may impact how the parent interacts with the 
child, and vice versa. Parental behaviors, in turn, shape the child's experienced environment. In 
this way, parental attention patterns, psychopathology, and psychosocial stress may influence 
how infants come to view and approach the world. Children of abusive parents, for example, 
over-perceive the presence of anger in ambiguous facial expressions (Pollak & Kistler, 2002), 
and in some experimental situations demonstrate a bias away from threatening/angry faces (Pine 
et al., 2005) while in others have shown a bias towards threatening/angry faces (Briggs-Gowan 
et al., 2015).  
The link between biased attention to threat and anxiety is also impacted by environmental 
and contextual factors. Briggs-Gowan et al. (2015) showed that exposure to familial violence 
significantly predicted anxiety and trauma in young children. Further, Morales et al. (2017b) 
utilized an eye tracking task to show that attention bias to threatening, but not happy stimuli, in 
4-24-month-old infants was positively linked to maternal anxiety levels, providing support for 
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the link between attentional patterns and environmental and genetic risk factors for anxiety. 
Indeed, Vallorani et al. (under review) has found that patterns of biased attention to threat across 
tasks in infancy are associated with temperament and age only in the context of high maternal 
anxiety. However, to date, there is no research on how biased attention to threat in parents, 
parent psychopathology, and parental psychosocial stress together affect the developing biases of 
infants. The existing findings, strongly suggest that environmental and contextual factors may 
shape the development of early patterns of attention and their link to anxiety development. 
Limitations and Future Directions 
The research reviewed here demonstrates that individual differences in biased attention to 
threat, first emerging in infancy, are likely associated with diverging trajectories of 
socioemotional development, and in particular, the development of anxiety. The literature is still 
in its infancy, and further work is needed, but there is emerging evidence that early identification 
of patterns of biased attention may help unpack the nuanced role that attention might play in the 
etiology and maintenance of anxiety development. This area of research would thus open the 
door to promising avenues of cognitive treatment options for anxiety.  
In recent years, biased attention to threat has been targeted by an intervention called 
Attention Bias Modification (ABM) training (Bar-Haim, 2010; Hakamata et al., 2010; Amir et 
al., 2009). ABM treatment involves systematically training individuals who show biased 
attention to threat to either attend more towards positive or neutral stimuli. Commonly, trials 
consist of treatment sessions using a modified dot probe task in which the probe only appears on 
the side of the screen where the happy or neutral face appears so that the attentional system will 
be implicitly trained to focus attention away from threatening faces (for review see Bar-Haim, 
2010). Another commonly used version of this treatment is to use a modified visual search or 
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vigilance task in which patients are trained to search for happy faces or positive stimuli in an 
array of negative faces (Dandeneau et al., 2007; Waters et al., 2010). Several recent large-scale 
meta-analyses suggest that ABM is a potentially promising new technique for reducing anxiety 
(e.g., Bar-Haim, 2010). Although related work with children and adolescents is not currently 
reporting strong effects of the interventions (see Cristea, Mogoase, David, & Cuijpers, 2015, for 
a review), understanding the developmental relationship between attention bias to threat and 
anxiety could lead to recommendations for when and how ABM might be most effective in child 
populations.  
Future research should also examine attention biases for threat and how they relate to 
developing cognitive biases that are also commonly associated with anxiety. As mentioned 
above, high-trait anxious and clinically anxious individuals tend to interpret ambiguous 
information from the environment as threatening, which can lead to avoidance and withdrawal 
behavior (Beck et al., 1988). A recent meta-analysis of interpretation biases in children and 
adolescents confirms the relation between anxiety and a tendency to interpret novel information 
as negative (Stuijfzand, Creswell, Field, Pearcey, & Dodd, 2018). Importantly, this meta-analysis 
reports an increasingly strong association between anxiety and interpretation bias with age, 
suggesting significant room for developmental change over time. However, there is no research 
to date examining interpretation biases in children younger than preschool age, and most studies 
in this domain focus on children who are between the ages of 8 and 12. Further, there is no 
research on the developing relation between interpretation bias and attention biases for threat 
over the course of development. New methodologies, like ERP, may need to be implemented to 
disentangle whether an interpretation bias is a strong underlying factor of attention biases for 
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threat. This area of research could be a fruitful domain for unpacking the causal relations 
between these biases and anxiety over time.  
 Relatedly, although the reviewed literature on biased attention to threat presents growing 
evidence for the relation between biased attention and the development of anxiety, much work is 
still to be done to clarify the precise role that attention plays. We do not find a one-to-one 
relation between biased attention to threat and anxiety, given that, much like other risk factors 
for anxiety, many studies show that only a portion of individuals with anxiety present with 
attention that is biased towards threat. We cannot currently measure biased attention at a single 
time point in development and select those individuals as being at risk for, or suffering from 
anxiety. However, current research, building on the reviewed work shows great promise towards 
enhancing the field’s understanding of how attention fits into the broader framework of risk 
factors for anxiety. Additional research is needed to create a more comprehensive model of the 
different factors that contribute to the development of anxiety and to the complex interplay 
between them. With additional research into the role that attention towards threat plays in the 
broader model of anxiety, especially from a developmental perspective, we will be in a better 
position to understand the role that biased attention can play as a risk factor or marker for early 
intervention. Finally, although this is a promising area for future work, to date, the literature 
cannot directly provide the data needed to demonstrate whether biased attention to threat plays a 
causal role in the development of childhood anxiety, as it has primarily focused on older children 
and adults when examining the relation between attention, affect, and socioemotional 
functioning. Further, previous research has generally involved single-session, cross-sectional 
designs focusing on individuals already presenting with clear signs of clinical anxiety or distress 
(Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Pergamin-Hight et al., 2015). Indeed, our own prior work suffers from 
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these limitations as well (Pérez-Edgar et al., 2010; Morales et al., 2017a, 2017b; White et al., 
2017), focusing on children already displaying clear, stable patterns of extreme fearful 
temperament. Thus, future work that employs multi-method, longitudinal designs beginning at an 
early age is still needed. The methods outlined above allow for future investigations to begin as 
early as 4 months of age, and suggests that endogenous (biological) and contextual (parental 
characteristics and environment) markers of risk might be also useful in detecting and explaining 
patterns of change. Although to date few studies have deployed such systematic, multi-level 
measures of functioning and risk in a single sample, previous work and new methodological 
advances in infant eye-tracking have set the stage for future longitudinal data collection that is 
needed to properly address open questions related to the link between biased attention to threat 
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